Jack Kleinsinger presents
Highlights In JAZZ
In association with NYU Program Board

Friday, June 10th- 8:00p.m.

THE JAZZ MAINSTREAM

Big Joe
Dave Turner
Bob Wilber

McKenna
Vache
Oliver Jackson

Holley

at N.Y.U. Loeb Student Center
566 LaGuardia Pl. at Washington Sq South
tel. 598-3757
Tickets: $7, students $5.50
Make Checks Payable To Highlights In Jazz

Flyers Donated By Village Corner 142 Bleeker St. corner LaGuardia Place
This event is made possible with public funds from the New York State Council on the
Arts and National Endowment for the Arts.
MUSIC & DANCE

NEW YORK/JUNE 13, 1983


INTERNATIONAL AMERICAN MUSIC COMPETITION FOR VIOLINISTS—preliminary auditions, 92nd Street Y, at 9:30. Free to listeners.

GOLDEN FLEECIE LTD.—See 6/9.

GOSPEL CONCERT—Alice Tully Hall at 7:30.

GAY MEN'S CHAMBER CHORUS—Songs by Thomas, Rorem, others. St. Joseph's Church, Sixth Ave., at Washington Pl., at 8. $5.

HANK DOUGHTY/RAY ABRAMS BIG BAND, playing Ellington, also Giant Steps. Symphony Space at 8. $5-$10.

JOHN FEELEY, Ireland's premier classical guitarist. Works by Bach, Giuliani, Robert Newell, Albeniz, and Feeley. CAMI Hall, 165 W. 57th St. (873-0096), at 8. $5.

LIGHTHOUSE SINGERS—See 6/9.

WILLENE BARTON, tenor saxophonist. Jazz at Noon, a jam session. Freddy's, 308 E. 49th St. (888-1633), at 12. $10-


JAZZ MAINSTREAM—Joe Turner, with Dave McKenna, pianist, Bob Wilber, soprano saxophonist and clarinetist; Warren Vache, trumpetist and flugelhornist; Major Holley and Oliver Jackson, bassists. NYU Loeb Student Center, 566 LaGuardia Pl. Fri., at 8. $6.


ASPEN WIND QUINTET, with guest artist Cipa Dichter, pianist; Beethoven, Carter, Nielsen, Barrows, and Gershwin. Barcemusic Ltd., Fulton Ferry Landing, Brooklyn (624-0461), at 8. $6.

LYDIA DAVIS—Singer, songwriter presents autobiographical compositions. Good Coffee House, 53 Prospect Park West, Brooklyn (768-2972), at 9. $3.
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MUSIC

Highlights in Jazz: The great blues shouter Big Joe Turner is usually heard with just a rhythm section. This time, he's got a good one—Dave McKenna, Major Holley, Oliver Jackson—plus a couple of winds, Bob Wilber and Warren Vache. June 10, Loeb Student Center, 566 LaGuardia Place, 598-3757. (Giddins)

JAZZ

In Concert

VIRG DZURINKO — Piano. Stevens, 504 W. 52nd St. Sat., at 8.

HIGHLIGHTS IN JAZZ — With Dave McKenna, piano; Bob Wilber, saxophone; Warren Vache, trumpet; Major Holley and Oliver Jackson, bass. NYU Loeb Student Center, 566 LaGuardia Pl. Fri., at 8.

JAZZ AT THE DAIRY — With Tom Briggs/Andy Laverne Quartet, Central Park, Fifth Ave. and 65th St. Sun., at 1. Free.
